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 "The way we communicate with others and with ourselves ultimately determines the quality of our lives."  

- Anthony Robbins (Life Coach, Business Strategist and Author) 
 

Purpose: The purpose of this assignment is to provide you with an opportunity to review what you have learned in 
this class and to share what you have learned with your classmates.  
 

Assignment Requirements Completed? Needs Improvement 

Effectively share three A-ha Moments using Intepersonal Communication 
Concepts. (10 points). 

  

Provide examples or stories to help explain you’re A-ha Moments. (10 points).   

Share your Next Steps. Be specific! (10 points).   
 

Share Three A-Ha Moments 
What are A-Ha Moments?  
A-Ha Moments are moments in which you learned something new or realized something profound. You may have 
learned this in class, from classmates or by completing class assignments.  
Example A-Ha Moments may include: 
• “I never realized the importance of everyday conversations and how they help maintain relationships.” 
• “I realized that if I self-disclose that others will too. Someone has to take that first step!” 
•  “I didn’t realize what a bad listener I was until I learned there were eight type of responses!” 
•  “Reflecting is really hard but if you do it right, you can have great results.” 
• “I didn’t realize the importance of the relational level meaning. I see that now and it helps me see their real intentions 

instead of what I think in my head.” 
 

Provide Examples or Stories to Help Explain You’re A-Ha Moments 
What examples or stories do you have to share to support your three points?  
For every A-Ha Moment, you should have an example or story to help explain what you have learned and why.  
Example A-Ha Moments Examples and Stories may include: 
• “I never realized the importance of everyday conversations and how they help maintain relationships.” 

o Example/Story: “I was feeling distant from my sister and I realized it after I did my reflection dialogue. I realized how 
much I need to talk to her regularly to get her support and just to have her know what is going on in my life. Even 
talking about the little things about school and work make me feel closer to her. Our everyday talks are what keep us 
close.” 

• “I realized that if I self-disclose that others will too. Someone has to take that first step!” 
o Example/Story: “I hate sharing how I feel but I realized that I can’t ask other people to open up unless I open up too. I 

noticed my coworker looking upset so I asked them what was wrong. They told me that they just got some bad 
feedback from a customer. I felt bad so I shared with him what happened to me. After I told him my story, he felt more 
open to share his story. After he told me his story he asked me for advice and I was able to help him out. It was a cool 
feeling to share and help someone out. It felt good and I made a new friend!”  

•  “I didn’t realize what a bad listener I was until I learned there were eight type of responses!” 
o Example/Story: “I used to think I was a good listener until I realized there were eight types of listening responses.  I 

tend to just give advice and I learned that it isn’t what people want all of the time. Sometimes I catch myself giving 
advice without the person asking for it and so I bite my tongue and try to listen silently. I wait for them to ask before I 
offer it. It is hard but I am trying! Another thing I learned was that I wasn’t listening with empathy when I thought I 
was. I would say things like ‘Oh it is okay. We have all been there. You will be just fine.’ I thought that was empathy 
but it wasn’t! I was discounting their feelings instead of acknowledging them. I was telling them to NOT feel that way. 
Boy was I wrong. I know I need to do a better job of listening with empathy.  

 

Share Your Next Steps 
What do you plan to do with what you learned?  
Tell us what you plan to do next with your interpersonal communication knowledge and skills.  
For example, think about the following questions: What relationships do you plan on improving? Who do you plan 
to help with what you have learned? What are you going to do to continue improving and growing? 
• “Already so much has changed but what do I plan to do next? Well, I plan to really work on my relationship with my sister. 

We don’t really have a good relationship and I want it to be better. I am going to do my best to listen with empathy, reflect 
to get to a yes, and set agreements that both sides are happy about. One last thing that I plan to do is keep a journal so I 
can continue to reflect on everyday conversations. I think that will help me continue to grow as a communicator.” 


